Introduction
All groups considered in the present paper are finite. Given an element x in a group G, we will denote by Ind G (x) the index of C G (x) in G. More 
generally, if H G we denote the index [H : C H (x)]
by Ind H (x). A classical theorem of Burnside says that if G contains an element x of prime-power index, then G is not simple [4, p. 131] . More recently Kazarin deduced that x belongs to S(G), the soluble radical of G [5] . It follows that x lies in the second term of the Fitting series of G [2] .
In the present work we are interested in finding sufficient conditions for element x ∈ G to have prime-power index. We start with the following question.
Let x ∈ G and suppose that Ind a,x (x) is a prime-power for any a ∈ G. Is it true that Ind G (x) is a prime-power?
However the answer to the above question turned out to be negative. Indeed, consider an abelian group V acted on by A = S 3 , the symmetric group of degree 3 and take G = V A. Suppose x ∈ V is an element such that C A (x) = 1. Then Ind a,x (x) = |a| is a prime for every a ∈ A but Ind G (x) = 6. Thus, we modify our original question in the following way.
Let p be a prime. Let x ∈ G and suppose that Ind a,x (x) is a p-power for any a ∈ G. Is it true that Ind G (x) is a p-power?
The answer to the modified question turned out to be positive and in fact the following, more general, theorem holds. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is no longer elementary. In particular it uses the well-known result of Aschbacher and Guralnick [1] that every non-abelian simple group is 2-generated. This depends on the classification of finite simple groups. Another important tool used in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is
Proofs Lemma 2.1. Let π be a set of primes and let x be an element of G. Suppose that Ind
Proof. Let a ∈ Q . By the hypotheses Ind a,x (x) is a π -number. On the other hand it is clear that this is a π -number. The lemma follows. 2
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let G be a counterexample of minimal order. Choose a prime q / ∈ π that divides 
x). Of course, this argument also shows that no conjugate of a is contained in C G (x).
Suppose now that a normalizes a non-trivial q -subgroup R in D. Without loss of generality we can assume that R a is 2-generated. Hence Ind R a (x) is a prime-power. Since a / ∈ C G (x), it follows that R C G (x). Since no conjugate of a is contained in C G (x), it follows that every conjugate of R is contained in C G (x). Thus, the normal closure of R is contained in C G (x), a contradiction. We conclude that a cannot normalize a non-trivial q -subgroup of D. Proof. Suppose that the lemma is false and choose a counterexample G, x in such a way that |G| is as small as possible. By the main result of [2] we conclude that x ∈ F 2 ( a, x ) for every a ∈ G. Therefore, by the theorem of Flavell quoted in the introduction, [4, Theorem 6.1.3] . Therefore there exist a prime p and a p-element a ∈ F (G) such that [a, x] = 1. By assumption, there exists a prime q = p such that no Sylow q-subgroup of G commutes with x. Choose a Sylow q-subgroup S such that S contains a Sylow q-subgroup of C G (x), say T . By Lemma 2.2 S ∩ F (G) T . Consider H = x, a, S . Since a is contained in every Sylow p-subgroup, Ind H (x) is divisible by both p and q and thus is not a prime-power. Hence, by induction, H = G. Since a ∈ F (G) and x ∈ F 2 (G), we remark that G/F 2 (G) is a q-group and so G has Fitting height at most 3.
Consider K = x, a, N G (T ) ∈ Z (F (G) ), then x G is abelian and the result follows from Lemma 2.3.
